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Lesson # 1

Lesson Title Primary Sources relating to Canadians of Chinese Ancestry

Author Flora Fung

Magazine 
Issue

“Beyond Gold Mountain: Canadians of Chinese Ancestry,” Kayak: 
Canada’s History Magazine for Kids, September 2023

Grade Level 5/6, 7/8, 9/10

Theme

• Canadian Identity

• Canada and the Global Community

• Settlement and Immigration

• Women

Subject Area

• Social Studies

• History

Lesson Overview

In this lesson, students will work with a variety of primary sources and analyze 
each source for knowledge and meaning. Students will use these sources to think 
critically and then create a concept map using the primary source at its centre. 
Students will then share their primary source in a gallery walk allowing for further 
information to be shared.

Time  
Required

1-2 Lessons

Historical Thinking Concept(s)

• Use Primary Source Evidence

• Establish Historical Significance
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Learning Outcomes

Students will…

• analyze primary sources to construct meaning and knowledge.

• infer meaning and make conclusions.

• appraise the information and collaborate with peers using a concept map. 

Background Information

Concept Maps:

• Concept maps are diagrams that students create using words/sentences 
that show the relationships between concepts and ideas relating to the 
image or topic in the centre.

• Each branch should be a separate colour and words/sentences should be 
connected by a line if there is a shared relationship.

Resources Required/Teacher Prep

• Teacher will need to decide which primary sources to use based on the 
level of the class and the topic of the lesson. 

• Suggested primary sources are listed below sorted by theme.

• Worksheet 1.1 – Analyzing a Primary Source.

• Chart paper and markers – one per group.
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Warning about the use of language in the Primary Sources

The language found in many of these primary sources includes terms and images 
that are considered offensive today. The teacher should review the use of these 
terms with students that were used in the time period of the primary source and 
the manner in which they should be treated today.

Primary Sources Used

Sources relating to Existence (arrival/immigration)

• Image 1 – Arrival of Immigrants in Vancouver

• Image 4 – Canadian Pacific Steamer

• Image 6 - Long, Braided Hair

• Image 7 – Boat Ticket Stub 

• Image 22 - Photograph of Kuo Min Tang Members

• Image 30 – Larry Kwong’s C.I. 45

Sources relating to Struggle/Survival

• Image 2 – Letter to the Premier

• Image 3 – 1907 Riots - Fongoun’s

• Image 5 – Anti-Chinese Association Letter

• Image 10 - Chinese Canadians in the Armed Forces

• Image 11 - Letter to the Mayor of Saskatoon

• Image 12 - “Remarkable document is given city”

• Image 15 - $500 Head Tax Cartoon

• Image 16 - Police Mugshot Book

• Image 19 - Superimposed Family Portrait

• Image 20a/b - Grant Family

Sources relating to Items (objects of significance)

• Image 13 – Iron Chink 1909 Model Advertisement

• Image 14 – Fernridge Time Checks* - see extension activity

• Image 21 – Lotus Foot Shoes
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Lesson Activity

Activating

• Teacher should review with students what a primary source is, why primary 
sources are important to the study of history/social science and the difficul-
ties in interpreting primary sources.

Acquiring

• Teacher can take one of the primary sources and work through it together 
as a class creating a concept map on the board by asking the questions 
that are present on Worksheet 1.1.

• Teacher should review the guidelines of concept maps: short words, 
branches = connections and the use of colour.

• Distribute a primary source to each student (can be duplicates) and have 
students analyze the source individually, filling in as much of Worksheet 1.1 
as they can in point form.

• Group together students with the same primary source to share their answers 
with each other while creating a concept map on chart paper with their primary 
source in the middle.  

Applying

• When finished students move from each group reading each of the primary 
sources and the resulting conclusions.

• Students can add their own thoughts or questions to each primary source 
as they move from one source to the next.

• Teacher can debrief by asking students to share what they learn about 
Canadians of Chinese ancestry from the sources they used and why those 
sources are historically significant.

Lesson Alternatives/Accommodations

Teacher can use one group of primary sources from one theme or divide the class 
into three groups to analyze the primary sources relating to each topic.

Depending on the skill level of the class could select sources that are images only 
or text only.

Teacher can also take all the primary sources related to one of the themes and place 
them on the board creating a large concept map surrounding the theme itself. 
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Materials/
Resources

“Concept Map,” The Teacher Toolkit

Possible 
Extension 
Activities

• This activity could be the introduction to a research activity.    

• Students pick a primary source that interested them and use 
it to research more into the topic.

• The Fernridge badge can be compared to Inuit disc numbers 
(see link below) – a separate lesson could be used comparing 
the use of identification tags on minorities.

Links for 
extension 
activity

“Beyond a number: Inuit photo exhibit brings controversial ‘Eskimo’ 
I.D. system to light,” CBC Radio, 28 July 2017. 

“Inuit Disc Numbers,” The Canadian Encyclopedia.

Possible  
Assessment

• Could use an exit ticket to assess knowledge.   

• Collecting the completed concept maps as formative  
assessment.

https://www.theteachertoolkit.com/index.php/tool/Concept-Map#:~:text=Concept%2520maps%2520are%2520visual%2520representations,see%2520how%2520students%2520understand%2520content
https://www.cbc.ca/radio/day6/episode-348-the-week-in-trump-marketing-friendly-a-i-nasa-does-origami-inuit-photography-and-more-1.4222917/beyond-a-number-inuit-photo-exhibit-brings-controversial-eskimo-i-d-system-to-light-1.4222950
https://www.cbc.ca/radio/day6/episode-348-the-week-in-trump-marketing-friendly-a-i-nasa-does-origami-inuit-photography-and-more-1.4222917/beyond-a-number-inuit-photo-exhibit-brings-controversial-eskimo-i-d-system-to-light-1.4222950
https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/inuit-disc-numbers
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Worksheet 1.1 – Analyzing a Primary Source

Describe what  
is happening 
(What? Who?  

Where? When?)

What does this 
source tell you about 
Canadians of Chinese 

ancestry?

What questions do you 
have of the source?

How did this 
source make you feel? 
Did anything surprise 

you?

Name/Picture of 
Primary Source
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Primary Source Collection
This collection consists of primary sources that complement the lesson plans found 
in the “Beyond Gold Mountain Educator’s Guide.” There are additional sources found 
in this package that may not be referenced in the lessons, as well sources in both 
English and French. We encourage you to find other ways to explore these materials 
with your students.

Please note that the language found in many of these sources includes terms and 
images that are today considered offensive and derogatory. It is important to review 
with students that they may encounter this language and support them in responding 
respectfully.  

This collection of sources are being shared for educational purposes only. Any re-
quests for use must be made to the original repository.

When you see this symbol, , you can scan the QR code to access the 
source of the article.
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1

#1 | Arrival of Immigrants in Vancouver

New Arrivals off the Monteagle (1907-1911). Depicts Chinese immigrants in a line 
outside of the Detention Shed, or “Pig House.” This was the Vancouver Immigra-
tion Building, now where the Pan Pacific Hotel stands. Victoria had one also.

University of British Columbia Library. Rare Books and Special Collections. The 
Wallace B. Chung and Madeline H. Chung Collection. CC-PH-00437
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2

#2 | Letter to the Premier (of B.C.)

Letter to the Premier, Mayor of Vancouver and the Chinese Consul issued by the 
Provincial Workers Council in co-operation with the Chinese Workers Protective 
Association protesting the unacceptable conditions of the Chinese unemployed 
workers and resolving equality for them, 1934.

University of British Columbia Library. Rare Books and Special Collections. The 
Wallace B. Chung and Madeline H. Chung Collection. CC-OS-00004
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3

#3 | 1907 Riots — Fongoun’s

Fongoun’s was a popular tailor in Vancouver on the southeast corner of Hastings 
Street and Columbia Street. This is what his business looked life after the attack on 
Chinatown in the anti-Asian riots of 1907

University of British Columbia Library. Rare Books and Special Collections. The 
Wallace B. Chung and Madeline H. Chung Collection. CC-PH-00230
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4

#4 | Canadian Pacific Steamer

Thousands of Chinese labourers arrived in Canada on board CPR steamships like 
this one. Photo taken by Captain Samuel Robinson in 1891.

University of British Columbia Library. Rare Books and Special Collections. The 
Wallace B. Chung and Madeline H. Chung Collection. CC-PH-10619
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5

#5 | Anti-Chinese Association Letter

Noah Shakespeare, President of the Anti-Chinese Association, submitted this peti-
tion on April 12, 1880, to the Legislature of British Columbia in an effort to rid the 
province of all Chinese immigrants.

University of British Columbia Library. Rare Books and Special Collections. The 
Wallace B. Chung and Madeline H. Chung Collection. CC-TX-279-15
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6

#6 | Long, Braided Hair

Crewmen of the Empress of Japan fishing off its side in Vancouver Harbour. Take 
note of the Chinese crew with long braided hair called queues, neatly wrapped 
around their heads as a symbol of loyalty to the Manchu government in China. To 
cut one’s queue off was punishable by death.

Image A-09478 courtesy of the Royal BC Museum.
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7

#7 | Boat Ticket Stub

Bilingual boat ticket issued to Chinese men and boys for passage on a barque 
named Maria from Hong Kong to Victoria in 1865. The Chinese names of the pas-
sengers are written in Chinese calligraphy on the upper left corner. This rare archi-
val evidence reveals that conditions on these voyages were harsh, with only one 
meal a day and a sleeping space of only 35.5 cm (14 inches) for each of the 316 
Chinese passengers.

Image K/EA/C43 courtesy of the Royal BC Museum.
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8

#8 | “Chinese New Year Begins Tonight”

The one major event of the year that Chinese people communally celebrate is 
the ringing in of the new lunar year. Businesses close for two weeks, customs and 
traditions like cleaning, feasting, fireworks and lion dancing are still observed in 
present-day Canada.

Image B-08249 courtesy of the Royal BC Museum.
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#9 | Gretta Wong Grant

Canada’s first female lawyer of Chinese descent, born in London, Ontario. She was 
the former Regional Director of the Ontario Legal Aid Plan and the former Chair of 
the City of London’s Race Relations Committee. Grant was also the past President 
of Chinese Canadian National Council, London Chapter.

Osgoode Digital Commons. Osgoode Hall Law School Class of 1946.

9
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10

#10 | Chinese Canadians in the Armed Forces

Members of the 16th Scottish (Reserve), Victoria, British Columbia, circa 1944. Chi-
nese Canadian youth were eager to serve in the armed forces for Canada in the 
hopes that they might gain the right to vote after the war.

The Chinese Canadian Military Museum.
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11
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11 cont’d.

#11 | Letter to the Mayor of Saskatoon

Letter to the Mayor of Saskatoon and Board of Aldermen, the City of Saskatoon, 
January 25, 1915 with signatures of Chinese laundrymen. This petition was pre-
pared by the Chinese community to fight against unfair laundry taxes.

City of Saskatoon Archives. D50.VI.514
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12

#12 | “Remarkable document is given city”

Newspaper clipping from the Saskatoon Daily Star published following the peti-
tion prepared by the Chinese community to fight against unfair laundry taxes (See 
#11).

Saskatoon Daily Star, January 26, 1915.
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13

#13 | Iron Chink 1909 Model Advertisement

The “Iron Chink” was an invention to replace the need to hire Chinese fish cannery 
workers. It could take the place of up to 30 workers in an effort to employ fewer 
Chinese. The derogatory name was a racial slur used for decades in the fish can-
ning industry in the U.S. and in Canada alike.

Pacific Fisherman, Annual Review, February 1, 1909.
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14

#14 | Fernridge Time Checks

Instead of using Chinese employees’ names, the Fernridge Lumber Co. used time 
checks, or ID tags with numbers, for Chinese (Chink), Japanese (Jap) and Indian 
(Hindu) employees.

Langley Centennial Museum Photo 1988.036.046
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15

#15 | $500 Head Tax Cartoon

In this cartoon, the Chinese head tax of $500 is being compared to a physical wall 
to slow all immigration to Canada from China. The man on top of the wall says, 
“If this isn’t high enough, we’ll put it higher!” The sign reads, “Notice: Canada has 
no use for slaves and transient money-grubbers. We have a welcome for all who 
come to be citizens, and loyally support our institutions, whatever their race but no 
room for aliens.”

The Globe (Toronto, Ontario, Canada), September 19, 1896.
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16

#16 | Police Mugshot Book

Victoria Police Department mugshot book (1898-1904). Includes photographs of 
people charged with criminal activity and details of their crime and information on 
sentencing.

University of Victoria (B.C.). Library. Victoria Police Department Charge and Mug-
shot Books Collection. PR 12.9
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17a + b

#17a, #17b | English Café Ad / English Cafe, 1909-1911

In 1912, Saskatchewan (later other provinces followed suit) passed the White 
Women’s Labour Law to forbid Chinese businessmen from hiring white female 
employees, under the guise of protecting women. It was not repealed until 1969.

Red Deer News, February 24, 1909. / Red Deer Archives. P5604
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17c

#17c | “A Danger Removed”

This cartoon depicts the law that forbade the hiring of white women to work for 
Chinese businessmen.

Saskatoon Daily Star (Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada), July 17, 1913.
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18

#18 | “Chinamen Evade Tax”

Newspaper article reflecting the start of “paper sons” and “paper daughters.” The 
high taxes imposed upon Chinese immigrants engendered a black market for 
false documents. “Paper families” began to be a phenomenon that would have a 
long-lasting legacy even until this day.

Free Press Prairie Farmer (Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada), September 23, 1908.
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19

#19 | Superimposed Family Portrait

The woman and child on the left have been superimposed into the photo. Where-
as the man and young male were photographed at (Vancouver’s) Yucho Chow Stu-
dio. Many early Chinese men living in Canada were separated for decades from 
their wives and young children. To bridge the distance, it was common to take 
two photos — one taken in China, the other in Canada — and merge them into one 
image. Late 1910s or early 1920s.

City of Vancouver Archives. Yucho Chow Community Archive Collection. AM1688-
S1-F5-: 2021-034.262
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20a

#20a | Grant Family Photograph

This 1940 photo shows Agnes Grant from the Musqueam community and Hong 
Tim Hing from Zhongsan along with three of their children (L to R: Helen, Larry and 
Gordon). Hing met and married Agnes while working on a Chinese farm located 
on the Musqueam reserve. The family was forced to straddle two worlds and con-
fusion about their cultural identity dominated their childhood. As Larry recalls, “We 
grew up as Musqueam children, but one day the government decided we would 
be classified as Chinese.”

City of Vancouver Archives. Yucho Chow Community Archive Collection. AM1688-
S1-F5-: 2021-034.172
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20b

#20b | Agnes Grant’s Marriage Certificate

Agnes Grant married a Chinese farmer who was leasing her father’s Musqueam 
land in Vancouver. His name was Gon Fun Jang but also went by another name, 
Hong Tim Hing.  

Vital Statistics Agency, British Columbia.
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21

#21 | Lotus Foot Shoes

An old Chinese tradition called “foot binding,” was supposed to be dainty and at-
tractive, but in reality inhibited proper walking and the ability to use her feet. This 
practice was brought over to Canada in some cases which limited the woman’s 
ability to walk distances and it was painful to do everyday chores.

Courtesy of Nelson Museum, Archives and Gallery.
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22

#22 | Photograph of Kuo Min Tang Members

Numerous Chinese Canadians across Canada supported Dr. Sun Yat-Sen’s revolu-
tionist movement to overthrow China’s emperor. They formed local chapters called 
“Kuo Min Tang” and fundraised hundreds of thousands of dollars for China’s future 
leader of the Republic of China.

Kelowna Museums Society. Chinese Canadian Artifacts Project. CA KMS 
KMS_1978.002.003
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23

#23 | “Chinatown outlived Drapeau but it’s still fighting city hall”

This 1987 newspaper article from The Gazette describes the struggles of growing 
and protecting Montreal’s Chinatown.

The Gazette (Montreal, QC, Canada), June 13, 1987.
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24a + b + c

#24a, #24b, #24c | “City tearing us apart brick by brick, say Montreal’s Chinese”

This 1981 newspaper article from The Gazette highlights the fight save Chinatown 
in Montreal.

The Gazette (Montreal, QC, Canada), November 18, 1981.

Or click here

https://news.google.com/newspapers?nid=Fr8DH2VBP9sC&dat=19811118&printsec=frontpage&hl=en
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25

#25 | “Plan to create a Chinatown fraught with problems”

This 1987 newspaper article from The Leader-Post talks about the potential con-
struction of a Chinatown in Regina.

The Leader-Post (Regina, SK, Canada), January 20, 1987.

Or click here

https://news.google.com/newspapers?id=hYlWAAAAIBAJ&sjid=YkENAAAAIBAJ&pg=1222%2C1087295
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26

#26 | Excerpt from Le droit

Le droit (Ottawa, ON, Canada), 9 juin, 1917.

Or click here

https://numerique.banq.qc.ca/patrimoine/details/52327/4145410
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27

#27 | Excerpt from L’Écho de l’ouest

L’Écho de l’ouest : journal de sports et d’annonces (Nantes, France), 11 novembre, 
1904.

Or click here

https://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn83045239/1904-11-11/ed-1/seq-2/
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28

#28 | « Famille de hockeyistes » / “Hockey’s Future Safe if There Are Many Cana-
dian Families Like the Chins”

The Chin family. Brothers Albert, George, and William went on to become famous 
Canadian hockey players.

La tribune (Sherbrooke, QC, Canada), 17 mars, 1945. / Edmonton Journal (Edmonton, 
AB, Canada), March 27, 1945.
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29

#29 | « Sauvons Montréal: ne détruisez pas le quartier chinois! »

This 1976 newspaper article from Le Jour describes how leaders of Montreal’s 
Chinese community rallied to save a large part of Chinatown from the threat of 
demolition.

Le Jour (Saint-Laurent, QC, Canada), May 5, 1976.

Or click here

https://numerique.banq.qc.ca/patrimoine/details/52327/4504375
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30

#30 | Larry Kwong’s C.I. 45

According to the Chinese Immigration Act, 1923, otherwise known as the Chinese 
Exclusion Act of 1923, Chinese individuals already in Canada were required to 
register and carry photo identification as evidence of their compliance with the 
regulations of the act; even Canadian-born and naturalized British subjects of Chi-
nese ancestry were made to register. This C.I. 45 (certificate of immigration) was 
issued to Lawrence (Larry) Kwong to certify his registration on June 26, 1924 when 
he was one year and 9 days old.

University of British Columbia Library. Rare Books and Special Collections. The 
Paper Trail Collection. RBSC-ARC-1838-DO-0291


